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Good afternoon.
Thank you for the opportunity to allow us to address some of our concerns with this new
development. We have a few issues with this development that require some form of resolution.
Firstly, we are concerned that we will completely lose our privacy with so many two/three-storey
houses this close to our backyard. Also, our private views and sunset will be almost entirely
compromised. Currently, we don’t have a clue what we will be looking out to from our back yard.
Secondly, we are heavily concerned about the traffic movement. We suspect an extra 250 odd homes,
in such a tight space will significantly increase the traffic in this area. While we understand that you
may have thought about this and require us to go through the hundreds of pages you have in the
plans, it would be easier if somebody could explain to us in layman terms, how you hope to adjust for
the significant increase in road usage and traffic in this area. We have currently been facing road
closures for ongoing road works on West Coast Road, and this has already created a lot of traffic. We
thought this would be in favour of extending the roads for the new housing, however, were surprised
that this was not the case. Furthermore, this may not be your concern, but the speed breakers which
were put on instead, are at an atrocious state, have increased traffic as expected, and seem to be a
complete waste of time and money.
Please do not misunderstand, we recognize the importance of increased housing and hope that
everyone can have a space to call home. But simultaneously we need to improve the infrastructure
first. We realize that this is a massive task to take up, but currently, adding 250 houses to a tiny space
already under so much construction will probably just lead to clogging our space. Particularly given
that most of us are used to and desired a quiet, green and relatively peaceful neighbourhood so close
to the Waitakere Ranges.
This brings us to the last point. We have huge concerns with the upcoming dust and noise pollution
caused by this development. From the schematics given to us, some of these houses look like they are
extremely close to our house (right on the fence of our living areas and bedrooms). We hope there is
a plan to control this noise and dust pollution which we will have to endure every day of construction,
that too combined with the extra number of trucks moving in and out every day.
We are concerned that creating more homes at this massive scale, is not paired with an appropriate
increase in infrastructure and other facilities. The new homes created, as well as the residing homes
in the neighbourhood should still have an enjoyable living experience in this space, rather than just
cramming as many people as possible in a small space. Is this neighbourhood going to be a crammed,
citylike space with on-going construction to meet the demands of 250 more families, or is it going to
prosper? This is a question I would like to pose to the people signing off on this project. Would you be
happy with this crowding in your places of stay?

